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Saving Ramore Head and the Skerries! 
 

(by Hugh McGrattan) 

 
IT MAY seem strange to talk about “saving” a huge block of dolerite the size of Ramore Head, not to mention 

the 17 islands and bits of rock that comprise the Skerry Islands. but an amazing number of assaults have 

been made on them over the years. The headland, of course, is one of the finest natural viewing platforms 

on the north coast and along with the Skerries has been very much part of the lives of all who have inhabited 

the area since earliest times.  

 

It is claimed that on a clear day you can view 90 miles of coastline from the top of Ramore, from Inishowen 

in the west to Torr Head in the east. As a result, over the centuries Ramore (or Rathmore) has been a place 

of shelter, safety, fortification, defence, observation and navigation. It has even been a potato field, as the 

remains of the “lazy” beds on the eastern slope reveal (see Newsletter No. 14 by Dr. Peter Wilson) and, in 

the 1960s, there was an unsuccessful attempt to plant trees there. 

 

However, ten years ago Ramore Head and the Skerries were declared an Area of Special Scientific Interest, 

which should leave them safe from the planners, developers and opportunists who have eyed their potential 

over the centuries. The Great Fort after which Rathmore is allegedly named has long since gone. There is no 

positive trace of it, by stone, sketch or plan, although a vague impression of a fort overlooking the harbour 

area is shown on a primitive 16th century map, 

 

 
Ramore Head as many remember it 50 years ago, with the Coastguard lookout and the former Y Station still intact.  
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The other few structures that have graced its summit at various times have also disappeared – the watch 

hut, the shelter, the Coastguard lookout. Although it was not realised at the time of its removal, one of the 

buildings was of some historical interest in that it was originally a wartime Y Station. There, for 24 hours each 

day throughout World War Two, skilled wireless operators monitored radio messages from enemy ships far 

out in the Atlantic and conveyed them to the famous decoding centre at Bletchley Park. 

 

 Ramore, thus, was a vital ingredient in a highly secret operation that is said to have shortened the War. The 
Portrush contribution included the pursuit and eventual destruction of the Nazi pocket battleship Bismarck. 
 

   
   The Nazi battleship Bismarck – sunk as a result of Ramore Head radio station? 

 

Also gone from the hilltop is the ancient Crooby Stone – Carrig na Vitah or Crow’s Stone to give it its proper 

title. It stood on the highest point of the hill for centuries, but was pushed over the cliff, presumably by 

mechanical means, about 40 years ago. No one has ever come forward to say why it was done. 

 

Mighty Ramore has withstood more serious assaults or attempted assaults over the years. There have been 

schemes to build houses on it, to run a promenade round it and to link it with the Skerries to form a huge 

harbour. There was even an elaborate plan just over 70 years ago to drill a tunnel through the famous rock 

of the headland just for the benefit of tourists! 

 

Harbour plan 

A harbour of refuge or safety harbour in the Skerry Roads or Roadstead (the mile-wide strip of sea between 

the islands and the land) has been talked about in serious terms on several occasions since the 1850s. A 

report drawn up by the National Refuge Harbour Society in 1859 contained these rather chilling words: 

“Ramore Hill and the Skerries seem to invite the skill and industry of man to join them together for the 

benefit of all who go down to this part of the sea in ships.”  
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The idea again raised its head in 1894, when the Town Commissioners of both Portrush and Coleraine 

considered a scheme to link the Skerries with the mainland by a concrete pier. It was similar to the earlier 

scheme and would have turned the Skerries into a long continuous breakwater by linking-up the islets and 

then building another protective pier near Port-an-dhu. The ambitious – and expensive – projects would 

have seen the creation of a “calling station” for transatlantic mail boats. It never got beyond the 

consideration stage. 

 

It was “reliably reported” a few years ago that the War Ministry again looked at the idea during the Second 

World War with the aim of providing a safe haven for the scores of ships that crossed the Atlantic in convoy 

every day. It was claimed that if the war had lasted another 18 months, the scheme would have been carried 

out. It was shelved after D-Day. 

 

Man’s first and probably most serious assault on Ramore Head was made over a century earlier, in the late 

1820s, when the southern end of the hill, which was about 100 feet high or 20 feet higher than the highest 

point of the headland we know today, was completely taken away to provide the rock to build the new 

Portrush harbour. Crannagh Hill, as it was known, had been a traditional lookout point for River Bann pilots 

awaiting the arrival of vessels wishing to make the difficult passage up to Coleraine.  

 

The quarry that resulted was used for many years for coal storage. A Marine Craft Unit of the Royal Air Force 

had its headquarters there in the 1960s, the abandoned premises being taken over for a period by the 

Portrush Yacht Club. Today, of course, it is the site of Water World. 

 

Around 1857, the Antrim Estate commissioned an interesting oblique map of Portrush. It showed a row of 

fine-looking houses running south-north along the eastern base of Ramore Hill as well as a number of 

detached mansions on the hill itself.  But I have heard it suggested that the Portrush plan, which proposed 

many ambitious developments throughout the town, was drawn up as an exercise to demonstrate how 

interested the then Earl of Antrim was in the development of the town. Most of the proposals, thankfully, 

soon faded into obscurity! 

 
Earl of Antrim’s Isometric plan of Ramore Head: Copyright Antrim Estates 
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The most recent attempts to tamper with Ramore were revealed in 1944 when the eagerly awaited 

preliminary proposals of Mr. Charles Aliaga-Kelly, town planning architect to Portrush Urban District Council, 

were submitted to the chairman (Mr. Andrew Stewart) and councillors. It was a hefty document, considering 

that the war was still on and paper rationing in force, and ran to 65 foolscap pages. It detailed proposals for 

post war Portrush.  

 

Neglected asset 

The report declared: “It is proposed to provide two good means of access down to the plateau running on 

the west side of the cliffs on Ramore Head and to provide a pathway between them. The plateau which runs 

at the base of the cliffs on Ramore Head is at present a neglected asset of the town. The sheer cliffs face 

directly south-west and give shelter from most cold winds in summer. Furthermore, the rock face, by 

absorbing and radiating the sun’s heat, makes the place warm even on a cool day. 

 

“The plateau, with a magnificent view to the west, is just above the high-water mark, is seldom covered by 

water and, except for one small inlet, is flat and easily crossed for the major part of its length. If a stairway 

is constructed on the cliff just at the look-out and another at a point near the quarry, it is possible to have 

350 yards of flat path on the plateau. Alternatively, as a more exciting method of access for visitors, a short 

tunnel could be cut through the rock from the quarry…” The Kelly Plan contained many interesting, even 

exciting, but expensive proposals. A few of its ideas were actually adopted, but none affecting Ramore Head 

and the Skerries. 

 
A delightful view of the Wash Tub at Ramore Head around the start of the last 

century, with the ss Hazel on passage from Portrush to Ardrossan. 

 

Over subsequent years, Ramore Hill has been one of my favourite walks, at all times of the year and in all 

weather conditions. I’ve not been able to follow its well-worn paths for a couple of years now, as a result of 

restrictions imposed by arthritis and other afflictions. However, I am quite sure that Ramore is still the Great  

 

Unchanging Icon it has been for many years and likely to remain so for a few more centuries!   

 

Portrush Heritage Group would like to thank Hugh for this most interesting contribution to our series of 

Heritage Newsletters.  10th April  2021 

The Hill continued to serve as a natural 

grandstand for many of the events 

staged in the Recreation Grounds. It was 

also to become a popular playground for 

the children of the Ramore 

Street/Garden Court district, of which I 

was one. We spent whole days playing 

on its gentle slopes, within sight and 

even sound of our homes. Only one 

person, as far as I can recall, ever fell 

over the cliff, thankfully surviving with 

nothing worse than a broken leg. 

  

 


